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ABSTRACT. In the present paper the notion of spline is generalized for the case where not one set of problem
elements, but a decreasing  sequence of  problem elements sets on a linear space is given. The generalized interpo-
lation spline realizes a minimum not only of the metric, but also of the corresponding Minkowski functional. The
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of  generalized spline for arbitrary nonadaptive information of
cardinality 1 is given. © 2010 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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A polynomial spline is defined as a piecewise polynomial function having some smoothness at given knots. Such 

functions represent solutions of some extremal problems. For Hilbert spaces, splines are defined and studied in the 

monograph by P. Laurent [1]. For Banach spaces similar problems are studied by R. Holmes [2], D.Ugulava [3] and 

others. We will use the definition of splines which is given in the monograph by J.Traub, G.Wasilkowski and 

H.Wozniakowski [4]: 
Let 1F  be a linear space, and 1FF ⊂  be a set of problem elements, which is balanced and convex (absolutely 

convex). The set F  is generated by means of the restriction operator XFT →1: , where X  is a normed space and 

}1||||;{ 1 ≤∈= XTfFfF . 1F  and X  are linear spaces over the real field. Let mRFI →1:  be nonadaptive 

information of cardinality m ,  having the form  )](,),([)( 1 fLfLfI mL= , where mLL ,,1 L  are linear functionals 

on 1F . Let )( 1FIy ∈ . An element )( yσσ =  is called a spline interpolating y  (briefly, a spline) iff yI =)(σ  and 

}.)(,;||min{|||||| 1 yzIFzTzT =∈=σ  Thus σ  is an element that interpolates the data and has a minimal −T norm 

among all elements interpolating y . A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a spline is given in 

([4], p. 96). This condition can be written in terms of the Minkowski   functional Fμ  of the set F as follows.  

Theorem 1 [5]. For nonadaptive information I of cardinality m, the operator T and a spline interpolating y∈I(F1)
exists iff the m-codimensional subspace KerI is proximal in F1 with respect to the Minkowski functional μF of the set F. 

Based on this result, in the present paper this notion is generalized for the case where not one set of problem 
elements, but a decreasing  sequence of  problem elements sets is given on the space 1F  (in what follows, as different 

from [4], the space 1F  will be denoted by E ). Let E  be a locally convex metrizable space with an increasing 

sequence of seminorms {⏐⎢.⏐⎢n}  generating the topology.  It  is well known that there exists an invariant with 
respect to the translation metric d  with absolutely convex balls },)0,(;{ rxdExKr ≤∈=  such that ),( dE  is a 

linear metric space. By  )(⋅rq  we denote the Minkowski functional of a ball rK ,  and  by   ||)0,( ⋅=xd  the quasinorm. 
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Metrics with convex balls were constructed by Albinus [6] who called them normlike metrics. D.Zarnadze [7] 

constructed a metric having the following form 
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Minkowski functionals )(⋅rq  for the ball rK  of the metric (1) are dependent on the initial seminorms through 

the following simple equality [7]   

          
nr rq ||||)( 1 ⋅=⋅ − , where 
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Thus nr rVK = , where ,}1||||;{ ≤∈= nn xExV  if nIr ∈ . For any Nn ∈  we consider nV  as a set of problem 

elements.  

Let nREI →:  be nonadaptive information of cardinality yfIEIym =∈ )(,)(,  for some Ef ∈ and 

.),( rKerIfd = Then an element  *)( hfy −== σσ  is  said to be a generalized spline interpolating y (briefly, a 

generalized spline) if ,)( yI =σ  

                                 ||)0,(),(),( * σσ ==== drhfdKerIfd                                                  (3)

and 

                             .)()(}:)(inf{ * σrrr qhfqKerIhhfq =−=∈−                                          (4)

The generalized interpolation spline realizes a minimum not only of the metric, but also of the corresponding
Minkowski functional. In other words, the generalized interpolating spline exists iff the subspace KerI  is strongly 
proximal in the metric space ),( dE . This notion was introduced by us in [8]. For the normlike metrics the conditions 

(3) and (4) are equivalent and 1)( =σrq . Therefore, in that case the notion of strong proximality coincides with that 

of ordinary proximality. For the metric (1) this notion takes the following form: *)( hfy −== σσ  is said to be a 

generalized spline interpolating y  if yI =)(σ , 

||)0,(),(),( * σσ ==== drhfdKerIfd          if      nIr int∈  ,                                    (5)

and 

            rhfKerIhhf nnn ≤=−=∈− ||||||||}:||inf{|| * σ    if    .)(2 1 Nnr n ∈= +−                         (6)

From the property (2) of the metric (1) we have that for nIr int∈  the fulfillment of the condition (5) is sufficient 

for σ  to be a generalized interpolating spline. In the case )(2 1 Nnr n ∈= +− ,  (5) follows from (6), but, in general, 

the best approximating element with respect to the metric may not have an analogous property with respect both to 
)(⋅rq  and to n|||| ⋅  simultaneously [9]. If }1||||:{ ≤∈= nn xExV  and ,1 FVV n ==== LL  then 

)(||, ⋅=⋅= Fr rFK μ  and the notion of  generalized interpolating splines coincides with the classical une.  

The problem of the existence of generalized interpolating splines naturally arises for arbitrary nonadaptive 
information of cardinality m  and  .)(EIy ∈  For 1=m  this problem is equivalent to the strong proximality for each 

closed hypersubspace in an arbitrary Frechet space. In the case of a Banach space the answer to this question is given 

by the well-known James theorem, according to which a Banach space is reflexive iff its every closed hypersubspace 
is proximal, i.e. if there exists interpolating spline for every nonadaptive information of  cardinality 1 and arbitrary

.)(EIy ∈  In the case of a Banach space the existence of interpolating splines for arbitrary nonadaptive information 

of cardinality 1 includes the existence of interpolating splines for arbitrary nonadaptive information of cardinality m
and arbitrary .)(EIy ∈  Indeed, in that case the space will be reflexive and therefore every closed subspace will be 

proximal.  

The problem of (strong) proximality of all closed hypersubspaces  with respect to  the normlike metrics in the 

Frechet spaces was considered by many mathematicians. D. Zarnadze [9] found and described the exact class of 

Frechet spaces, in which every closed hypersubspace is (strongly) proximal with respect to the normlike metrics. 

This is the class of reflexive strictly regular Frechet spaces, which coincides with the class of reflexive quojections. 
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A Frechet space E  is said to be a quojection if for any continuous seminorm )(⋅p  defined on E  the factor space 

)(/ ⋅KerpE  is normed.  

Theorem 2. Let E  be a Frechet space, whose topology is generated by an increasing sequence of seminorms 
}||{|| n⋅  and by the above mentioned normlike metric d . Then the following assumptions are equivalent: 

a) every closed hypersubspace is (strongly) proximal with respect to the normlike metrics;  

b) there exists a generalized interpolating spline for arbitrary nonadaptive information of cardinality 1 and 
arbitrary  )(EIy ∈ ;  

c)  the Frechet space E  is a  reflexive quojection. 
Proof. a) ⇔ b) follows from the above-mentioned reasoning. a) ⇔ c) is proved in [10] (Theorem 1). 

A similar result is valid for the metric (1). Namely, the following statement is true. 
Theorem 3. Let E  be a Frechet space, whose topology is generated by an increasing sequence of seminorms 

}||{|| n⋅  and by the metric (1). Consider the following assumptions: 

a) every closed hypersubspace is strongly proximal with respect to the metric (1); 

b) a generalized interpolating spline exists for arbitrary nonadaptive information of cardinality 1 and 
arbitrary )(EIy ∈ ; 

c) every closed hypersubspace is  proximal with respect to the metric (1); 

d) the Frechet space E  is a reflexive quojection. 
Proof. a) ⇔ b) follows from the definition of a generalized interpolating spline. c) ⇔ d) is proved in [9] 

(Theorem3). a)⇒ c) is trivial. 

In [9], some classes of reflexive Frechet spaces are indicated, in which there exist nonproximinal closed 
hypersubspaces. This is equivalent to the existence of nonadaptive information of cardinality 1, for which the 

generalized interpolating spline does not exist. 

Unlike Banach spaces, in Frechet spaces the proximality of all closed hypersubspaces does not imply the 
proximality of all subspaces. Therefore from the existence of interpolating splines for arbitrary nonadaptive 

information of cardinality 1 does not follow the existence of interpolating splines for arbitrary nonadaptive 
information of cardinality 1>m  and arbitrary )(EIy ∈ .  

Theorem 4. Let E  be a Frechet space with an increasing sequence of Hilbertian seminorms ,}||{|| n⋅

}1||||:{ ≤∈= nn xExV  and with the metric (1). Let nn KerEEK ||||/: ⋅→ be a canonical mapping, 
~^ )||||,||||/( nnn KerEE ⋅⋅= , where ^|||| n⋅  is the associated norm and ~X  denotes completion of X, and H  be an 

infinitedimensional closed subspace of E . Then the following assertions are valid: 
a) if  )(HKn  is closed in the Hilbert space nE  for any Nn ∈ , then H  is strongly proximal in E with respect to 

the metric (1) 
b) if for nonadaptive information I of cardinality m  the subspace )(KerIKn  is closed in the Hilbert space 

,, NnEn ∈  then for any )(EIy ∈  there exists a generalized spline interpolating y . 

Proof. a) Let HEf \∈ and nIrHfd ∈=),(  for some Nn ∈ . By the property (2) of the metric (1) we have 

;||inf{|| nhf −  rHh ≤=∈ λ} (more precisely, if ),(2 1 Nnr n ∈≠ +−  then λ=r) [7]. Therefore  ;||inf{|| ^
nnn hKfK −

.0} ≥=∈ λHh  For 0>λ , since )(HKn  is closed in the Hilbert space nE , )(HKn  is proximal in nE  and there 

exists an element *h  such that ;||inf{|| ^
nnn hKfK − λ==∈ ^

n
*

nn ||hK-fK||  }Hh . This means that *h  is the best 

approximation element for f with respect to )(⋅rq  and therefore a strongly proximal element for f . If 12 +−= nr

and  0≥λ , then nVhf ∈− 0  for some Hh ∈0 . Indeed, in that case there exists a minimizing sequence Hhk ∈  such 

that λ=−∞→
^|||| nknnk hKfKLim . Then this sequence }{ knhK  will be bounded in nE . Its some subsequence will be 

weakly convergent to an element nEx ∈0 . The set )(HKn  is closed and therefore 00 hKx n= . Thus nVhf ∈− 0 . 

Let us suppose that .2 10 +∈− nVhf  Then we have 1
10

1
0 2||||2),( +−

+
+− <−≤ n

n
n hfhfd , which is impossible. 

Therefore 1
0 2|||| +−≤− n

nhf  and 1
10 2|||| +−

+ ≥− n
nhf . This means that 1

0 2),( +−== nrhfd . It is also clear that

=−=−∞→ nnnnknnk hKfKhKfKLim |||||||| 0
^  nhf |||| 0−== λ . 
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b) follows from a) if we replace H  by KerI . 
For m>1 and a general Frechet space we do not have an exact characterization for the existence of  generalized 

interpolating splines in the case of arbitrary nonadaptive information of cardinality m and )(EIy ∈ . In [9] a necessary and 

sufficient condition is given for an arbitrary closed subspace of a Frechet space to be proximal. It is interesting to find such 
classes of Frechet spaces in which every closed subspace is strongly proximal. For example, such is the space ω×B , 
where B is a reflexive Banach space and ω  is a nuclear Frechet space of all sequences. In the case of Frechet spaces, from 
the existence of generalized interpolating splines for  nonadaptive information of cardinality 1 and arbitrary )(EIy ∈  we 

do not obtain an analogous result for nonadaptive information of cardinality m>1. 
Theorem 5. Let  E  be a Frechet space with an increasing sequence of Hilbertian seminorms 

}1||||:{,}||{|| ≤∈=⋅ nnn xExV  and with the metric (1). Let  nn KerEEK ||||/: ⋅→ be  a canonical mapping, 
~^ )||||,||||/( nnn KerEE ⋅⋅=  and I  be  nonadaptive information  of cardinality 1≥m . If the subspace KerI

possesses an orthogonal complement in E  and )(KerIKn  is closed in a Hilbert space 

0
),(,)(,)(, 01

1
01 nn IrKerIfdVyIfVIyE ∈=∩∈∈ − , then there exists a unique generalized interpolating y

spline )( yσσ = , which is a symmetric center  for all sets )()( 0
1 nnVyI n ≤∩− . 

Proof. For any )(EIy ∈  and information I  we take f  such that  yfI =)( . Since the subspace KerI

possesses an orthogonal complement in E , there exists a unique representation  σ+= *hf  and  0),( * =nh σ  for 

any  Nn ∈ , where KerIh ∈*  and  ⊥∈ KerIσ . This means that  0,* =>< nnn KhK σ  for any Nn ∈ , where >⋅⋅< ,

denotes an inner product in the space nE  and σ  is the unique best approximation element for f  in KerI  with 

respect to the seminorm n|||| ⋅  for any Nn ∈ . )( *hKn is the best approximation element in )(KerIKn . By Theorem 

4 this means, that *hf −=σ  is a generalized spline interpolating  y . 

Let us assume that )( 1VIy ∈ , and  1
1 )( VyIf ∩∈ −  . Then σ+= hf , where σ  is the above-constructed 

unique generalized spline interpolating y , KerIh ∈  and .)0,(),(
0nIrdhfd ∈== σ  By the above-mentioned 

property of the metric (1) we have 1||||)(
0

1 ≤= −
nr rq σσ , and therefore ;||inf{||

0ngf −

rhfKerIg nn ≤=−=∈
00

||||||||} σ . Thus  )(yσσ =  is the center of all sets  0
1' ,)( nnVyIV nn ≤∩= − , i.e. '

nVf ∈

implies that  ')(2 nVfy ∈−σ . Indeed, this follows from the fact that yfI =− )2( σ  and for KerIfh ∈−= σ  we 

have  =+=− 2^2^ )||)()((||)||)2((|| nnnnn hKKfK σσ ( =+ 2^2^ )||)((||)||)(|| nnnn hKK σ 22^ )||(||)||)((|| nnn ffK = , i.e. 

nVf ′∈−σ2 . Therefore the set nV ′  is symmetric with respect to σ  for all 0nn ≤ . 

The question arises whether there are cases in which a classical spline does not exist but a generalized spline 
does. Below we give the answer to this question.  

Let E  be a Frechet space with an increasing sequence of Hilbertian norms }1||||:{,}||{|| ≤∈=⋅ nnn xExV , i.e. 

n|||| ⋅  be the Minkowski functional of nV . Let nE be the normed space )||||,( nn EE ⋅= .  If instead of F we consider 

the set nV  for each Nn ∈ , then  the identical maps nn EEK →:  will be analogs of the operator XFT →: . Let us 

consider  nonadaptive information I . The spline corresponding to this information and to the operator nK , if it 

exists, is denoted by nσ . It is well known that the dual space 'E  of E  is represented as U
Nn

Vn
EE

∈
= ''

0 , where '
0

nV
E  is 

the Hilbert space which is spanned on the polar 0
nV . It is well known that this space '

0
nV

E  is isomorphic to the space 

'
nE . Therefore, if we have information of cardinality 1 generated by a continuous  function )(1 fL , then there exists 

Nn ∈0  such that )(1 fL belongs to any '
nE , 0nn ≥ . Hence KerI will be closed with respect to the norms n|||| ⋅

when 0nn ≥ . For 0nn <  the subspace KerI  will be not proximal in ).||||,( nE ⋅  This follows from the fact that if 

KerI  is not closed in 0,)||||,( nnE n <⋅ , then it is dense in E . Thus, in the latter space the best approximate element 

does not exist in KerI  for some Ex ∈ . So, a classical spline does not exist for 0nn < . The spline nσ  exists for 

any number 0nn ≥ , while KerI is closed and therefore proximal in ,)||||,( nE ⋅  0nn ≥ . 
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maTematika

ganzogadebuli splainis cnebis Sesaxeb problemis

elementebis simravleTa mimdevrobisaTvis

d. ugulava
*
, d. zarnaZe

*

* n. musxeliSvilis gamoTvliTi maTematikis instituti, Tbilisi

(warmodgenilia akademikos n. vaxanias mier)

naSromSi splainis cneba ganzogadebulia im SemTxvevisaTvis, rodesac wrfiv sivrceze mocemulia

problemis elementTa ara erTi simravle, aramed problemis elementebis simravleTa mimdevroba.

ganzogadebuli sainterpolacio splaini minimums aniWebs ara mxolod metrikas, aramed Sesabamis

minkovskis funqcionalsac. miRebulia ganzogadebuli splainis arsebobis aucilebeli da sakmarisi

piroba 1 kardinalobis nebismieri araadapturi informaciisaTvis.
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